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Tittle Tassel

Decorating gossip from Innovation the complete decorating store

From the boss’s desk
Last week I noticed a layer of dust had
settled across my lounge and dining room –
and, guess what, when I looked this morning
it was still there!!
Now I don't want you to think I am not reasonably
houseproud it is just at this time of year I find
gardening so much more satisfying.
You can while away glorious hours outside in the
sun just communing with nature and, of course, you
can take all the credit for anything that grows and
curse the many and varied deviants of the bird,
insect, rodent fraternity for anything that fails or is
devoured before it comes to fruition.
There is so much to love about gardening and not
least is the great inspiration you can get for colour
schemes if you
just look at what
Mother Nature
puts together to
stunning effect.
Think fuschias,
roses, gerberas,
geraniums, my
current favourites
spectacular
flowering cacti
and succulents
plus all our
wonderful native species that not only inspire you
with their colours but attract all our lovely native
birds. (even those pesky Rainbow Lorikeets)! So
when decorating
think about
bringing the
inside & outside
together so when
you open up the
living space onto
the garden or
courtyard the
colours and
styles flow. If
your outdoor
furniture is
neutral add some
bright cushions
or a tablecloth –
this fabric is fun
and beautifully
connects inside
and out.
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And if you re
replacing an indoor
sofa or chair why
not get it recovered
in an outdoor fabric
for some real
comfort and
durability, that's
what we did, works
a treat!
You are all aware of
my constant rants
about Reality
Decorator shows
but gardening
shows are different. Obviously the locally
produced ones are good as they mirror and tell
us how to work with our WA conditions,
conditions our Eastern states compatriots
occasionally seem to fail to comprehend. Case in
point, plant labelling that originates in the east
saying 'suitable for full sun' probably flourish in
Victoria but often struggle in WA.
But I love Gardening Australia! The super
Queensland guy's knowledge of all things
tropical is surely only surpassed by his sartorially
elegant assorted garden wear – perhaps he is
simply making a (Queensland) fashion statement
or possibly he has some German ancestry.
And there's Costa, bless him, is he composting
something in all that hair or incubating some
small feathered creatures? Who knows, but
perhaps a light prune over the break? (If you go
on line there is a whole section on Gardening
Australia web site about Costa's “beard battle”)
Amazing.
And we all love the slightly
less hirsute Josh, he's our
local and knows exactly what
we should all be doing in our
WA gardens and when we
should be doing it!
So if the dust is still there next week I won't
stress, as long as there is food in the 'fridge,
clean clothes and sheets I will be in the garden.
Weeding pruning and picking tasty tomatoes,
stamping on snails and working out what to do
with our excess produce. This month's special
offer could be a jar of marmalade with every
curtain order, you don't get that from Curtain
World!

Horses for Courses

(a mainly British expression urging someone to stick to the things he knows best)!
Doing some painting?
If we installed your curtains or blinds originally we are happy to do a service
call to take them all down before work starts (and even if we didn't we can
usually help). More importantly, when the work is finished, call us to come
and re-install everything, securely and the right way up! We have been to a
few potential disasters recently where well meaning painters (amateurs or
professionals) have not done a really good job of re-fitting curtains. Truth is
painters paint, curtain installers install curtains and blinds etc, simple! Small
change, safer end result.
And while your curtains are down if they need dry cleaning call
David from Curtain Dry cleaners on 9362 6444.

Let us put your curtains back up!

Getting some re-upholstery done as part of the reno?
If we are not organising the work for you make sure you ask for all the left over
fabrics from your upholsterer, whatever the size or shape. There are always left over
pieces because of how the fabrics are cut, matched etc. First and foremost it is
always a good idea to have
samples to match accessories,
paints etc but usually there is
enough over for some cushions
etc. Please don't let you
upholsterer make your
cushions! They do upholsterywe individually design and
make cushions to suit your
style, simple! Small change, much better result.

Thinking of buying Australian made?
Those of us manufacturing in Australia for the local market have a much
better grasp of local conditions and needs. Curtains, blinds and
furniture can be modified for specific requirements and the choices of
materials and styles are pretty much limitless! The stumbling point for
some can be a slightly higher price but when you compare this with the
benefits it should be easier to come to terms with. The bottom line is
that the extra dollars are not just more profit but to cover our staff for
the Australian work conditions that they enjoy as you do when you go
to work. Simple! So, a bit extra up front, better selection, service and
back up, much better result.

Classic wingback made right here in Perth,
your choice of fabric, details and timber colour, comfort, perfect.

And talking about sticking to what you do best remember this, ‘The best man for the
job more often than not is a woman’!!

What’s New
At last we are seeing some designs that
are really putting the fun back into fabrics.
There are plenty of opportunities when
decorating to be a little flippant with some
real fun fabrics like this lovely 'Backyard
collection' from Mokum. Think a smart
country look, utility rooms, playrooms,
great for accessories, bonded roller blinds
and light upholstery. And for a gorgeous
seaside/coastal feel so cool for WA what
about this colourful Beachtime range –
great fun designs and how many of you
can remember those funky Beach Huts?
Downsizing taken to extremes me thinks.
Time to look at things a bit differently and think outside the box – and we are always happy to give you a bit of
a nudge towards being a bit more adventurous.

We are not having a January Sale!
But we will extend our 20% discount of all outdoor
ranges until the end of February. We have had a lot of
success with this but a few people when they have
got the price to recover a whole suite have said “I can
get a whole new setting for that” Very true and the
reason they are ‘competitively’ priced is because in a
couple of years those cushions will have faded and
fallen apart too! I rest my case.
Plus we always have well priced fabric remnants and
roll ends, ends of rolls of wallpaper, trimmings from
$2.50 a metre and assorted other goodies we may
be able to tempt you with, but no, we are not having
a sale!
Had a power bill lately? Talk to us about getting some
better insulation on your windows. Verosol have
some great new blind products that are not only
decorative but really functional. If you are retro fitting
and would like to consider motorisation a more
economical option may well be battery operation.
This with the addition of a solar panel for recharging
the batteries is a brilliant concept. We have all the
details and can easily show you the benefits,
especially to the hip pocket.
St John Lamps have been making lampshades in Perth as
long as we have been making curtains and do some
amazing work. www.stjohnlamps.com.au Give a lamp
base a new lease of life with a stunning new shade in the
fabric of your choice. They made the one on the left for
our client who has this beautiful hand printed silk as
curtains and pelmet and matching wallpaper with the
black on gold so I had them put a gold lining on the
shade. Just perfect.

Here comes Christmas day at a galloping rate
You know every year it is on the same date
But we are always surprised and sometimes quite miffed
As we work out the food and the gifts on unending lists
Who'll get the turkey, who'll bring the crays
Please don't tell me again there's just 10 more days!
If Aunt Ethel's coming we'll need extra sherry
Shall we ask them next door? They seem jolly and merry
Do we have enough chairs? Find our great Christmas plates
Christmas Eve will be all the kids and their mates
We'll need gas for the barbie and lots of cold beer
That could be your special job sweet hubby dear
But it always works out, we get it all done
And if there isn't a fight we all have great fun
But sometimes my favourite is the very next day
The dishes all done, rubbish all put away
Leftovers galore and the Boxing Day test
If no-one comes round I will have a big rest
There's the doorbell, oh no, who is it this time
If you've shattered my peace I just hope you brought wine! (cold and lots of it)
Wishing you all a great Christmas, stay safe, hope Santa spoils you,
hug your kids and may your God go with you.
Karen and Kurt and the Innovation Team December 2017
We will be closing from Friday 22nd December until 9th January 2018.
Our plan when we closed our retail stores was to slow down a bit! So far this has not really
happened so in the New Year we are going to close on Mondays.
Not sure how this will work but we will give it a go, the whole team are keen to keep working
for a while longer so we will see if we can make this work for all of us. So in the new year we
will be here Tuesday – Friday 9.30am-4pm and Saturdays 9am – 1pm.
There will be still be opportunities for appointments outside those hours if needed.
Thanks again for all your support over the years, see you all in 2018, let's make it a good one.
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